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Abstract Flash memory is being actively employed in a variety of embedded systems such
as digital cameras, MP3 players, cell phones, solid state disks (SSDs), and digital media
broadcasting (DMB) devices. This paper considers performance issues in file systems that
employ Flash memory as a storage medium. Firstly, it explores the characteristics of Flash
memory and identifies the cost of block cleaning as the key performance bottleneck for
Flash memory analogous to the seek time in disk storage. Then, it defines three performance
parameters, namely, utilization, invalidity, and uniformity and derives a formula for block
cleaning cost based on these parameters. It is shown that, of these parameters, uniformity
exerts the strongest influence on the cost of cleaning and that uniformity is a file system
controllable parameter. Finally, we design a uniformity-aware page allocation scheme and
analyze how enhanced uniformity affects the block cleaning cost with various workloads.
Real implementation experiments conducted on an embedded system show that the scheme
proposed here typically reduces the cleaning time by 20 to 30% compared to the traditional
sequential allocation scheme that is used in YAFFS.

An earlier version of this paper appeared in the ACM Proceedings of the International Conference on
Embedded Software (EMSOFT), 2007.
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1 Introduction

Characteristics of storage media have been the key driving force behind the development
of file systems. The Fast File System’s (FFS) introduction of cylinder groups and the rule
of thumb of allocating 10% of the disk as a free space reserve for effective layout were,
essentially, to reduce seek time, which is the key bottleneck for user perceived disk perfor-
mance [1]. Similarly, development of the Log-Structured File system (LFS) was motivated
by the desire to make large sequential writes so that the head movement of the disk would be
minimized and to fully utilize the limited bandwidth that is available [2]. In addition, various
other optimization techniques that take into consideration the mechanical movement of the
disk head have been proposed both at the file system level and the device level [3].

Similar developments have occurred for the MEMS-based storage media. Various
scheduling algorithms that consider physical characteristics of MEMS devices such as the
disparity of seek distances in the x and y dimensions have been suggested [4, 5].

Recent developments in Flash memory technology have brought about numerous prod-
ucts that make use of Flash memory. This paper explores and identifies the characteristics of
Flash memory and analyzes how they influence the latency of data access. It has been iden-
tified that the cost of block cleaning is the key factor that influences latency. A performance
model for analyzing the cost of block cleaning is presented based on three parameters that
have been derived, namely, utilization, invalidity, and uniformity. These parameters will be
defined clearly later.

The model reveals that the cost of block cleaning is strongly influenced by uniformity
just like seek is a strong influence for disk based storage. Moreover, it has been observed
that most of the algorithms trying to improve block cleaning time in Flash memory are,
essentially, trying to maintain high uniformity of Flash memory. Furthermore, the model
gives the upper bound of performance gain expected by developing a new algorithm. To
validate the model and to analyze the observations in real environments, a new modification-
aware (MODA) page allocation scheme has been designed to maintain high uniformity by
grouping files based on their update frequencies.

The MODA page allocation scheme has been implemented on an embedded system that
has 64 MB of NAND Flash memory running the Linux kernel 2.4.19. The NAND Flash
memory is managed by YAFFS (Yet Another Flash File System) [7] supported in Linux.
The page allocation scheme in YAFFS has been modified to MODA and the performance
has been compared with the original scheme. Experimental results show that, by enhancing
uniformity, the MODA scheme can reduce block cleaning time by up to 47.8 seconds with an
average of 9.8 seconds for the benchmarks considered. As the utilization of Flash memory
increases, the performance enhancements become even larger. Performance is also com-
pared with the DAC (Dynamic dAta Clustering) scheme that was previously proposed [8].
Results show that both the MODA and the DAC schemes perform better than the sequen-
tial allocation scheme used in YAFFS, though there are some delicate differences causing
performance gaps between them.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 elaborates on the characteristics of
Flash memory and explains the need for cleaning, which is the key issue that we deal with.
Section 3 reviews previous works that have handled this issue. Then, a model for analyzing
the cost of block cleaning is presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, the new page allocation scheme,
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which is referred to as MODA, is explained in detail. The implementation details and the
performance evaluation results are discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, in Sect. 7 a summary is
provided and directions for future work are presented.

2 Flash memory and block cleaning

Flash memory as a storage medium has characteristics that are different from traditional disk
storage. These characteristics can be summarized as follows [9].

• No seek time: Access time in Flash memory is location-independent similar to RAM.
There is no “seek time” involved.

• Overwrite limitation: Overwrite is not possible in Flash memory. Flash memory is a form
of EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory), so it needs to be
erased before new data can be overwritten.

• Asymmetric execution time: Execution time for the basic operations in Flash memory
is asymmetric. Traditionally, three basic operations, namely, read, write, and erase, are
supported. An erase operation is used to clean used pages so that the page may be written
to again. In general, a write operation takes an order of magnitude longer than a read
operation, while an erase operation takes another order or more magnitudes longer than a
write operation [21].

• Different operation unit: The unit of operation is also different for the basic operations.
While the erase operation is performed in block units, read/write operations are performed
in page units.

• Wear-leveling: The number of erasures possible on each block is limited, typically, to
100,000 or 1,000,000 times.

These characteristics make designing software for Flash memory challenging and inter-
esting [11]. The following discussion will highlight the need for block cleaning and how it
affects the performance of Flash memory file systems. Reading data or writing totally new
data into Flash memory is equivalent to reading/writing to disk. A page in Flash memory is
allocated for the data and data is read/written from/to that particular page. The distinction
from a disk is that all reads/writes take a (much shorter) constant amount of time (though
writes take longer than reads).

However, for updates of existing data, different factors have to be taken into account. As
overwriting updated pages is not possible, various mechanisms for non-in-place update have
been developed [7, 12–14]. Though specific details differ, the basic mechanism is to allocate
a new page, write the updated data onto the new page, and then, invalidate the original page
that holds the (now obsolete) original data. Consequently, the original page becomes a dead
or invalid page.

It should be noted that, from the above discussions, a page can be in three different states,
as shown in Fig. 1. That is, a page can be holding legitimate data making it a valid page;
it can be said that a page is in a valid state if the page is valid. If the page no longer holds
valid data, that is, it was invalidated by being deleted or by being updated, then the page is
a dead/invalid page, and the page is in an invalid state. It is indicated that a page in this state
cannot be written to until the block it resides in is first erased. Finally, if the page has not
been written to in the first place or the block in which the page resides has just been erased,
then the page is clean. In this case, the page is in a clean state. It should be noted that only
pages that are in a clean state might be written to. Recall that in disks, there is no notion of
an invalid state as in-place overwrites to sectors is always possible.
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Fig. 1 Page state transition
diagram

From the tri-state characteristics, it has been found that the number of clean pages dimin-
ishes not only as new data is written, but also as existing data is updated. In order to store
more data and even to update existing data, it is imperative that invalid pages be continually
cleaned. Since cleaning is done through an erase operation, which is done in block units,
valid pages in the block to be erased must be copied to a clean block. This exacerbates the
already large overhead incurred by the erase operation needed for cleaning a block.

3 Related work

The issue of segment/block cleaning is not new and has been dealt with in both the disk and
Flash memory realms. In this section, previous research in this area is discussed in relation
to the work presented in this paper.

Conceptually, the need for block cleaning in Flash memory is identical to the need of
segment cleaning in the Log-structured File System (LFS). LFS writes data to a clean seg-
ment and performs segment cleaning to reclaim space occupied by obsolete data just like
invalid pages are cleaned in Flash memory [2]. Segment cleaning is a vital issue in the
Log-structured File System (LFS) as it greatly affects performance [15–18]. Blackwell et al.
use the terms ‘on-demand cleaning’ and ‘background cleaning’ separately and try to reduce
user-perceived latency by applying heuristics to remove on-demand cleaning [15]. Matthews
et al. propose a scheme that adaptively incorporates hole-plugging into cleaning according
to the changes in disk utilization [16]. They also consider how to take advantage of cached
data to reduce the cost of cleaning.

Some of the studies on LFS are in line with an aspect of our study, that is, exploiting
modification characteristics. Wang and Hu present a scheme that gathers modified data into
segment buffers and sorts them according to the modification frequency and writes two
segments of data to the disk at one time [17]. This scheme writes hot and cold modified
data into different segments. Wang et al. describe a scheme that applies non-in-place update
for hot-modified data and in-place updates for cold-modified data [18]. These two schemes,
however, are disk-based approaches, and hence, are not appropriate for Flash memory.

In the Flash memory arena, studies for improving block cleaning have been suggested in
many studies [8, 11, 12, 19, 20]. Kawaguchi et al. propose using two separate segments for
cleaning: one for newly written data and the other for data to be copied during cleaning [12].
Wu and Zwaenepoel present a hybrid cleaning scheme that combines the FIFO algorithm for
uniform access and locality gathering algorithm for highly skewed access distribution [19].
These approaches differ from ours in that their classification is mainly based on whether
data is newly written or copied.
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Chiang et al. propose the CAT (Cost Age Time) and DAC (Dynamic dAta Clustering)
schemes [8]. CAT chooses blocks to be reclaimed by taking into account the cleaning cost,
age of data in blocks, and the number of times the block has been erased. The DAC parti-
tions Flash memory into several regions and place data into different regions according to
their update frequencies. Later, we compare the performance of DAC that we implemented
with the MODA scheme we propose, and explain what the differences are between the two
schemes. One key difference between the work of Chiang et al. and ours is that we have
identified the parameters that influence the cost of block cleaning in Flash memory and have
provided a model for the cost based on these parameters. Our model throws light on the
fundamental aspects one needs to focus on and the advantages one could expect when one
develops a new algorithm for Flash memory such as page allocation, block selection for
cleaning, and background cleaning schemes.

There are also some noticeable studies regarding Flash memory. Kim et al. describe the
difference between block level mapping and page level mapping [21]. They propose a hybrid
scheme that not only handles small writes efficiently, but also reduces resources required for
mapping information. Gal and Toledo present a recoverable Flash file system for embedded
systems [13]. They conjecture that a better allocation policy and a better reclamation policy
would improve endurance and performance of Flash memory. The same authors also present
an insightful survey, where they provide a comprehensive discussion of algorithms and data
structures regarding Flash memory [11]. Chang et al. discuss a block cleaning scheme that
considers deadlines in real-time environments [20]. Ben-Aroya analyzes wear-leveling prob-
lems mathematically and suggests separating the allocation and cleaning policies from the
wear-leveling problem [24].

4 Block cleaning cost analysis

4.1 Model for flash memory

As mentioned in Sect. 3, the Log-structured File System (LFS) requires segment cleaning to
reclaim space occupied by obsolete data [2]. The authors of LFS have presented a formula
for estimating the cleaning cost, that is:

write cost = 2

1 − u
(1)

where u: utilization (0 ≤ u ≤ 1).

The above formula provides a reasonable model for LFS, revealing that the cleaning cost
increases as the utilization increases. It also serves as a policy-making guideline when choos-
ing the block to be cleaned. However, there are some limitations in adopting this formula
to Flash memory file systems. Firstly, the cleaning cost depends not only on the utilization,
but also on the distribution of invalid pages. However, (1) does not reflect this in the cost
model. Secondly, due to the overwrite limitation of Flash memory, block cleaning includes
the erase operation for invalid pages, which also affects the block cleaning cost. Hence, a
model for Flash memory should have the capability to reflect the amount of invalid pages
on the cost analysis. Finally, the equation provides a relative performance measure. That is,
the write cost in (1) is expressed as a multiple of the time required when there is no cleaning
overhead. What we desire in a model, however, is the absolute time required to clean blocks
for a given Flash memory status.

In order to derive an appropriate model for Flash memory, three parameters that affect
the cost of block cleaning are identified. They are defined as follows:
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Fig. 2 Page allocation scenario where utilization (u = 0.4) and invalidity (i = 0.4) remains unchanged,
while uniformity (p) changes (a) p = 0.2, (b) p = 0.6, (c) p = 1

• Utilization (u): the fraction of valid pages in Flash memory
• Invalidity (i): the fraction of invalid pages in Flash memory
• Uniformity (p): the fraction of blocks that are uniform in Flash memory, where a uniform

block is a block that does not contain both valid and invalid blocks simultaneously.

Figure 2 shows three page allocation situations where utilization and invalidity are the
same, but uniformity is different. Since there are eight valid pages and eight invalid pages
among the 20 pages for all three cases, utilization and invalidity are both 0.4. However,
there is one, three, and five uniform blocks in Figs. 2(a), (b), and (c), respectively, hence
uniformity is 0.2, 0.6, and 1, respectively. (Another definition of uniformity would be “1—
the fraction of blocks that have both valid and invalid pages”.) It should be noted that, for
the case of Fig. 2(a), 8 page copies and 4 block erases are required to reclaim all invalid
pages. For the case of Fig. 2(b), 4 page copies and 3 block erases are required, while only 2
block erases are needed for the Fig. 2(c) case.

Utilization determines, on average, the number of valid pages that need to be copied.
Invalidity determines the number of blocks that are candidates for erasure. Finally, unifor-
mity determines the actual number of pages and blocks to be copied and erased. From these
observations, we can formulate the cost of block cleaning as follows:

cleaning cost = B × ((1 − p) + i × p) × et + P × (1 − p) × u

u + i
× (rt + wt) (2)

where u: utilization (0 ≤ u ≤ 1), i: invalidity (0 ≤ i ≤ 1 −u), p: uniformity (0 ≤ p ≤ 1), B:
number of blocks in Flash memory, P : number of pages in Flash memory, rt ,wt , et : read,
write, erase, execution time, respectively.

In (2), B × ((1 − p) + i × p)) represents the number of blocks to be erased. Specif-
ically, B × (1 − p) denotes the number of non-uniform blocks (containing both valid and
invalid pages) and B × (i ×p) denotes the number of uniform blocks that have invalid pages
only. The number of pages to be copied is represented as the term P × (1 − p) × u/(u + i).
P ×(1−p)×u refers to the average number of valid pages in non-uniform blocks. However,
when there are clean blocks in Flash memory, P × (1 − p) × u has a tendency to underesti-
mate the number of valid pages by uniformly distributing u evenly among the clean blocks.
To handle this special case, we divide P × (1 − p) × u by (u + i). Validation of this model
is presented in Sect. 6.3.2.
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Fig. 3 Block cleaning costs

4.2 Implication of the parameters on block cleaning costs

Figure 3 shows the analytic results of the cost of block cleaning based on the derived model.
In the figure, the x-axis represents utilization, the y-axis, uniformity, and the z-axis, the cost
of block cleaning. For this graph, we set invalidity to 0.1 and use the raw data of a small
block 64 MB NAND Flash memory [10]. The execution times for read, write, and erase
operations are 15 us, 200 us, and 2000 us, respectively. Each block has 32 pages where the
size of each page is 0.5 KB.

The main observation from Fig. 3 is that the cost of cleaning increases dramatically when
utilization is high and uniformity is low. We also conducted an analysis with different values
of invalidity and with the raw data of a large block 1 GB NAND Flash memory [10], and
the results show similar trends observed in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 depicts how each parameter affects the cost of block cleaning. In each figure,
the initial values of the three parameters are all set to 0.5. Then, we decreased utilization
in Fig. 4(a), decreased invalidity in Fig. 4(b), and increased uniformity in Fig. 4(c). From
these figures, it could be observed that the impact of utilization and uniformity on block
cleaning cost is higher than that of invalidity. Since utilization is almost uncontrollable at
the file system level, this implies that to keep cleaning cost down keeping uniformity high
may be a better approach than trying to keep invalidity low through frequent cleaning.

5 Page allocation scheme that strives for uniformity

5.1 Modification-aware allocation scheme

When pages are requested in file systems, in general, pages are allocated sequentially [7, 12].
Flash file systems tend to follow this approach and simply allocate the next available clean
page when a page is requested, not taking into account any of the characteristics of the
storage media.

We propose an allocation scheme that takes into account the file modification character-
istics so as to maximize uniformity. The allocation scheme is modification-aware (MODA)
as it distinguishes data that are hot-modified, that is, modified frequently and data that are
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Fig. 4 The effect of
(a) utilization, (b) invalidity, and
(c) uniformity on block cleaning
cost as the other two parameters
are kept constant at 0.5

(a)

(b)

(c)

cold-modified, that is, modified infrequently. Allocation of pages for the distinct type of data
is done from distinct blocks.

The motivation behind this scheme is that by classifying hot-modified pages and allocat-
ing them to the same block, we will eventually turn the block into a uniform block filled
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Fig. 5 Two-level (static and dynamic property) classification used in MODA

with invalid pages. Likewise, by classifying cold-modified pages and allocating them to-
gether, we will turn this block into a uniform block filled with valid pages. Pages that are
neither hot-modified nor cold-modified are sequestered so that they may not corrupt the
uniformity of blocks that hold hot and cold modified pages.

In fact, this kind of file classification based on update frequencies is not new. It is a
well-known approach exploited in many prior research such as the Independent Reference
Model (IRM) [3], buffer cache management schemes [25], segment-cleaning schemes in
LFS [17, 18] and data clustering in Flash memory [8, 11]. It should be noted that the main
goal of our scheme is not to invent a thoroughly new page allocation scheme. In fact, our
goal is to design a simple scheme that provides different uniformity compared to sequential
allocation while incurring minimal overhead and to analyze how this difference affects the
performance of Flash memory in accordance with the model described in Sect. 4.

Figure 5 shows two levels of modification-aware classifications used in MODA to clas-
sify hot/cold-modified data. At the first level, we make use of static properties, and dynamic
properties are used at the second level. This classification is based on the skewness in page
modification distribution [3, 8, 18].

As static property, we distinguish system data and user data as the modification character-
istics of the two are quite different. The superblock and inodes are examples of system data,
while data written by users are examples of user data. We know that inodes are modified
more intensively than user data, since any change to the user data in a file causes changes
to its associated inode. User data is further classified at the second level, where its dynamic
property is used. In particular, we make use of the modification count. Keeping the modifi-
cation count for each page, however, may incur considerable overhead. Therefore, we chose
to monitor at a much larger granularity and keep a modification count for each file that is
updated when the modification time is updated.

For classification with the modification count, we adopted the MQ (Multi Queue) algo-
rithm [25]. Specifically, it uses multiple LRU queues numbered Q0,Q1, . . . ,Qm−1. Each
file stays in a queue for a given lifetime. When a file is first written (created), it is inserted
into Q0. If a file is modified within its lifetime, it is promoted from Qi to Qi+1. On the other
hand, if a file is not modified within its lifetime, it is demoted from Qi to Qi−1. Then, we
classify files promoted from Qm−1 as hot-modified data, while files demoted from Q0 are
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Fig. 6 Managing mechanism for
MODA

classified as cold-modified data. Files within queues are defined as unclassified data. In our
experiments, we set m to 2 and lifetime to 100 time-ticks (time is virtual time that ticks at
each modification request). In other words, a file modified more than 2 times is classified as
hot, while a file in Q0 that has not been modified within the recent 100 modification requests
is classified as cold. We find that MODA with values of m = 3 and/or lifetime = 500 show
similar behavior.

Figure 6 shows the structure of the MODA scheme. There are 4 managers namely, the
hot block, cold block, unclassified block and clean block managers. The first three managers
govern hot-classified files, cold-classified files, and unclassified files, respectively. When
blocks are reclaimed, the reclaimed blocks are returned to and managed by the clean block
manager, while clean blocks are dynamically requested by the other three managers.

5.2 A walk-through example

Figure 7 depicts an example of the MODA allocation scheme considering only user data,
that is, the second level of classification. Firstly, assume that 6 files from A to F are created
in sequence. (For simplicity, we assume that each file comprises a single page.) Figure 7(a)
is the snapshot of Flash memory after the files are created. Then, assume that files B, D, F
are modified, and files B and D are modified again, in that order. The snapshot after these
modifications is shown in Fig. 7(b).

Thereafter, file G is created and write requests to modify files B and D are issued. While
handling these requests, the write request handler checks the modification count of files B
and D for their lifetime. Since it is 2 for both files, which is equal to m, each file is classified
as hot-modified data. Pages for these files are now allocated from the blocks managed by
the hot block manager. This snapshot is shown in Fig. 7(c). From here on, files B and D
are managed separately from other files. The separation is evident in Fig. 7(d), which is a
snapshot after the following events: create file H, modify files B and D, create file I, and
modify files B and D.

Let us now assume that the block cleaning handler is invoked at snapshot Fig. 7(d). Also,
assume that the handler starts to clean starting with the block with the most invalid pages,
which, in this case is the 7th block, and works down in decreasing order of the number of
invalid pages in the block. Since the 7th block has no valid pages, the block is simply erased.
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Fig. 7 Step-by-step changes for the walk-through example using the MODA scheme

Then, the 2nd block is cleaned. Here, there is a valid page, so it tries to copy it. Note that
file E has not been modified during its lifetime. Therefore, at this copying step, file E is
detected as being cold-modified, and the page is copied to the page managed by the cold
block manager, as shown in Fig. 7(e).

As block cleaning proceeds, files A and C are classified as cold-modified data as well.
However, file F is classified as unknown since its modification count is 1. File G is also
classified as cold as it is created but never accessed. Figure 7(f) shows the final snapshot
after block cleaning is complete.

6 Performance evaluation

6.1 Platform and implementation

We have implemented the MODA scheme on an embedded system. Hardware components
of the system include a 400 MHz XScale PXA CPU, 64 MB SDRAM, 64 MB NAND Flash
memory, 0.5 MB NOR Flash memory, and embedded controllers such as LCD, UART and
JTAG [22]. The same NAND Flash memory that was used to analyze the cost of block
cleaning in Figs. 3 and 4 is used here.

The Linux kernel 2.4.19 was ported on the hardware platform and YAFFS is used to
manage the NAND Flash memory [7]. We modify the page allocation scheme in YAFFS
and compare the performance with the native YAFFS. We will omit a detailed discussion
regarding YAFFS, but only describe the relevant parts below. Interested readers are directed
to [6, 7] for details of YAFFS.

The default page allocation scheme in YAFFS is the sequential allocation scheme.
We implemented the MODA scheme in YAFFS and will refer to this version of YAFFS,
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the MODA-YAFFS or simply MODA. In MODA-YAFFS, we modified functions such
as yaffs_WriteChunkDataToObject(), yaffs_FlushFile(), yaffs_UpdateObjectHeader() in
yaffs_guts.c and init_yaffs_fs(), exit_yaffs_fs() in yaffs_fs.c.

The block cleaning scheme in YAFFS is invoked at each write request. There are two
modes of cleaning: normal and aggressive. In normal mode, YAFFS chooses the block that
has the largest number of invalid pages among the predefined number of blocks (default set-
ting is 200). If the chosen block has less than 3 valid pages, it reclaims the block. Otherwise,
it gives up on the reclaiming. If the number of clean blocks is lower than a predefined num-
ber (default setting is 6), the mode is converted to aggressive. In aggressive mode, YAFFS
chooses a block that has invalid pages and reclaims the block without checking the number
of valid pages in it. The block cleaning scheme in MODA-YAFFS is exactly the same. We
do add a new interface for block cleaning that may be invoked at the user level for ease of
measurement.

6.2 The workload

To gather sufficient workloads for evaluating our scheme, a comprehensive survey of Flash
memory related papers was done. The result of this survey is the following 7 benchmarks
used in our implementation experiments.

• Camera benchmark: This benchmark executes a number of transactions repeatedly, where
each transaction consists of three steps; creating, reading and deleting some of these files
randomly. Such actions of taking, browsing, and erasing pictures are common behaviors
of digital camera users, as observed in [21, 26].

• Movie player benchmark: This benchmark simulates the workload of a Portable Media
Player (PMP) [26].

• Phone benchmark: This benchmark simulates the behavior of a cellular phone [13].
• Recorder benchmark: This benchmark models the behavior of an event recorder such as

an automotive black box and remote sensors [13].
• Fax machine benchmark: This benchmark initially creates two files. Then, it creates four

new files and updates a history file (200 bytes) when it receives a fax. This behavior can
be observed in fax machines, answering machines, and music players [13].

• Postmark benchmark: This benchmark creates a large number of randomly sized files. It
then executes read, write, delete, and append transactions on these files [23].

• Andrew benchmark: This benchmark was originally developed for testing disk based file
systems, but many Flash memory studies have used it for performance evaluation [12, 21].
The Andrew benchmark consists of 5 phases, but in our study, we only execute the first
two phases.

These benchmarks can be roughly grouped into three categories: sequential read/write in-
tensive workloads, update intensive workloads, and multiple files intensive workloads. The
first group includes the Camera and Movie benchmarks that access large files sequentially.
The Phone and Recorder benchmarks are typical examples of update intensive workloads
that manipulate a small number of files, and these are categorized into the second group. The
Fax, Postmark and Andrew benchmarks access multiple files with different access probabil-
ities and are grouped into the third category.
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Fig. 8 Execution time at each
level

6.3 Performance evaluation

6.3.1 Performance results

Table 1 shows performance results both measured by executing benchmarks and estimated
by the model. Before each execution the utilization of Flash memory is set to 0, that is,
the Flash memory is reset completely. Then, we execute each benchmark on YAFFS and
MODA-YAFFS and measure its execution time reported in the ‘Benchmark Running Time’
column. It should be noted that, the only difference between YAFFS and MODA-YAFFS is
the page allocation scheme. In addition to this, after executing the benchmark, we measure
the performance parameters, namely, utilization, invalidity, and uniformity of Flash memory
denoted as ‘U ’, ‘I ’, ‘P ’ in Table 1.

Using the measured performance parameters and the model proposed in Sect. 4.1, the
number of erase and copy operations required to reclaim all the invalid pages could be
estimated. Also, the model gives us the expected cleaning time. These estimated results are
reported in the ‘Estimated Results’ column. Finally, we measure the actual number of erase
and copy operations and the cleaning time to reclaim all invalid pages. These numbers are
reported in the ‘Measured Results’ column. The measured results reported are averages of
three executions for each case unless otherwise stated.

6.3.2 Model validation

Table 1 shows that the number of erase and copy operations estimated by the model are
similar to those measured in the real implementation, though the model tends to overestimate
the erase operations when invalidity is high. These similarities imply that the model is fairly
effective in predicting the number of operations required for a given Flash memory status.

However, there are noticeable differences between the measured and estimated block
cleaning times. Through sensitivity analysis, we find two main reasons behind these differ-
ences. The first reason is that the model requires the read, write, and erase times to estimate
the block cleaning time. The simplest way to determine these values is by using the data
sheet provided by the Flash memory chip vendor. However, through experiments it was ob-
served that the values reported in the datasheet and the actual time seen at various levels of
the system differ considerably.

Figure 8 shows these results. It depicts that while the datasheet reports read, write, and
erase times of 0.01 ms, 0.2 ms, and 2 ms, respectively, for the Flash memory used in our
experiments, the times observed for directly accessing Flash memory at the device driver
level are 0.19 ms, 0.3 ms, and 1.7 ms, respectively. Furthermore, when observed just above
the MTD (Memory Technology Device) layer, the read, write, and erase times are 0.2 ms,
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1.03 ms, and 1.74 ms, respectively, with large variances. These variances drastically influ-
ence the accuracy of the model. Since YAFFS runs on top of the MTD layer, the estimated
results reported in Table 1 uses the times observed from above the MTD layer.

The second reason is that block cleaning not only causes copy and erase overhead, but it
also incurs software manipulating overhead. Specifically, YAFFS does not manage block
and page status information in main memory in order to minimize the RAM footprint.
Hence, it needs to read Flash memory to detect the blocks to be cleaned and find the num-
ber of valid pages the blocks have. Due to this overhead, there are differences between the
measured and estimated cleaning times. The overhead also explains why the difference in-
creases as utilization increases. However, the cleaning time difference between YAFFS and
MODA for the estimates derived from the model and the measurements are quite similar,
which implies that the model is a good indicator of the performance characteristics of Flash
memory.

6.3.3 Effects of uniformity

The following observations can be made by comparing the results of YAFFS and those of
MODA. The benchmark execution time is the same for YAFFS and MODA. This implies
that there is minimal overhead for the additional computation that may be incurred for data
classification. The MODA scheme maintains high uniformity such that it leads to block
cleaning time reductions of up to 47.8 seconds (for the Fax machine benchmark) with an
average of 9.8 seconds for the benchmarks considered. The performance gains of MODA
for the Movie and Camera benchmarks are minimal. Our model reveals that the original
sequential page allocation scheme used in YAFFS also keeps high uniformity making it
difficult to obtain substantial gains.

The gains of MODA for the Phone and Recorder benchmarks are also trivial, even though
there is room for enhancing uniformity. Careful analysis reveals these benchmarks access
only a small number of files; six files for Phone and two files for Recorder. Since MODA
classifies hot/cold data based on file-level granularity, the classification turns out to be in-
effective. These experiments disclose the limitation of the MODA scheme and suggest that
page-level classification may be more effective for some benchmarks.

We also experimented with combinations of two or more benchmarks such as ‘Camera
+ Phone’ simulating activities of recent cellular phones that have digital camera capabili-
ties and ‘Movie + Recorder + Postmark’ simulating a PMP player that uses an embedded
database to maintain movie titles, actor libraries and digital rights. Experiments show that
the trends for multiple benchmark executions are similar to those of the Postmark results re-
ported in Table 1. For example, for the combination of ‘Movie + Recorder + Postmark’, the
block cleaning time of YAFFS and MODA are 34.82 and 22.58 seconds, while uniformity
is 0.73 and 0.84, respectively. We also find that the interferences among benchmarks lowers
the uniformity of Flash memory even for large sequential multimedia files.

6.3.4 Effects of utilization

In reality, utilization of Flash memory will rarely be 0. Hence, we conducted similar mea-
surements as was done for Table 1, but varying the initial utilization value. Figure 9 shows
the results of executing Postmark under the various initial utilization values. Utilization was
artificially increased by executing the Andrew benchmark before each of the measurements.
The exact same experiments were conducted with utilization adjusted by pre-executing the
Postmark benchmark, but the result trend is similar, hence we only report one set of results.
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Fig. 9 Results reported under various initial utilization values

For the moment, ignore the results reported when utilization is 0.9, which shows some-
what different behavior. We shall return to discuss these results shortly. The results in Fig. 9
show that block cleaning time increases as utilization increases confirming what we had
observed in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 3, our model shows that under high utilization, enhancement
of uniformity leads to greater reduction in cleaning time. Figure 9 validates this expectation
by showing that the difference in block cleaning time between YAFFS and MODA-YAFFS
increases as utilization increases.

Let us now discuss the results reported when the initial utilization is 0.9. Observe that
the results are different from the results with lower utilization values in that the benchmark
running time is much higher, more so for YAFFS. This is because YAFFS is confronted with
a lack of clean blocks during execution, and hence, turns the block cleaning mode to aggres-
sive. As a result, on-demand block cleaning occurs frequently increasing the benchmark
running time to 72 seconds, four times the running time compared to when utilization is
lower. Note that in MODA-YAFFS, the running time does increase, but not as significantly.
This is because the MODA allocation scheme allows for more blocks to be kept uniform,
and hence aggressive on-demand block cleaning is invoked less.

6.3.5 Effects of periodic block cleaning

In YAFFS, block cleaning is invoked at each write request and, in so doing, attempts to
reclaim at most one block at each invocation. In other file systems, block cleaning is invoked
when the amount of free space decreases below a predefined low threshold. At each such
invocation, it attempts to reclaim blocks until the free space size becomes larger than an
upper threshold [2, 12]. Still another method is to have block cleaning happen when the
system is idle [15]. Ideally, if this can happen, then all block cleaning costs may be hidden
from the user. Whether or not this is possible will depend on many factors including the
burstiness of request arrival, the idle state detection mechanism, and so on.

To see how periodic block cleaning affects performance we conduct the following se-
quence of executions. Starting from utilization zero, that is, a clean Flash memory state, we
repeatedly execute the Postmark benchmark until the benchmark can no longer complete as
Flash memory completely fills up. During this iteration, two different actions are taken. The
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first action is to do nothing between each execution. That is, no form of explicit cleaning is
performed. Figures 10(a) and (c) report results when this action is taken. The other action
is to perform block cleaning between benchmark executions. This represents a case where
block cleaning is occurring periodically. Figures 10(b) and (d) are results when this action
is taken. Figures 10(a) and (b) are the measurement results for YAFFS, while Figs. 10(c)
and (d) are results for MODA. The utilization values reported on the x-axis is the value
before each benchmark execution.

The results here verify what we would expect based on observations from Sect. 6.3.4. As
utilization is kept under some value, YAFFS and MODA perform the same (with or without
periodic cleaning). Without periodic cleaning, once past the utilization threshold of 0.87,
the benchmark execution time abruptly increases for YAFFS, while for MODA, it increases
only slightly. This is because enough clean blocks are being maintained in MODA. When
block cleaning is invoked periodically, the benchmark execution time may be maintained at
a minimum. However, the problem with this approach is that periodic cleaning itself incurs
overhead, and so then, the issue here is whether this overhead can be hidden from the user or
not. As this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, we leave this matter for future work. It
should be noted that the periodic cleaning times are smaller in MODA than those in YAFFS,
implying periodic cleaning also benefits from keeping uniformity high.

6.4 MODA vs. DAC

In this subsection, we compare MODA with the DAC scheme proposed by Chiang et al. [8].
In the DAC scheme, Flash memory is partitioned into several regions and data are moved
towards the top/bottom region if their update frequencies increase/decrease. Both MODA
and DAC try to cluster data not only at block cleaning time, but also at data updating time.
We implement the DAC schemes into YAFFS and set the number of regions to 4 as this is
reported to have shown the best performance [8].

Figure 11 shows the results for the MODA and DAC schemes. (The results for YAFFS
are also shown for comparisons sake.) We execute each benchmark under the same condition
described in Table 1. The results show that the MODA scheme performs better than the DAC
scheme.

Detailed examinations reveal that the performance gap between the MODA and the DAC
schemes comes from two sources. One is that the DAC scheme clusters data into the cold
region if their update frequency is low. This may cause real cold-modified data and newly
written data (which may actually be hot-modified data) to coexist on the same block re-
sulting in reduced uniformity. However, the MODA scheme groups newly written data into
separate blocks managed by the unclassified manager as shown in Fig. 5, hence, segregating
them from the cold-modified data.

The second source is that the MODA scheme uses a two-level classification scheme dis-
tinguishing system data and user data (static property) at the first level, then further classi-
fying user data based on their modification counts (dynamic property) at the second level.
However, by only considering the dynamic property of the data, the DAC scheme is not able
to gather enough information to make a timely distinction between the two types. When we
apply static property based classification into the DAC scheme, its performance comes close
to MODA.

6.5 Energy consumption and wear-leveling

Until now we have mainly focused on how the proposed MODA scheme affects the per-
formance of block cleaning in Flash memory. In this section, we will discuss some other
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Fig. 10 Execution time for
Postmark for YAFFS (a) without
periodic cleaning, (b) with
periodic cleaning and for MODA
(c) without periodic cleaning,
(d) with periodic cleaning

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 11 Performance comparison between MODA and DAC

issues, specifically, how the scheme affects energy consumption and wear-leveling of Flash
memory.

Energy-conscious optimization is one of the key requirements in designing embedded
systems. To investigate the impact of the MODA scheme on energy consumption, we adopt
the energy model proposed by Du et al. [27]. According to the model, the total energy
consumed by Flash memory can be calculated by the following formula.

Emem = Er × Sr + Ew × Sw + Ee × Se + tidle × Pre (3)

where Sr, Sw,Se: the total bytes read, written, and erased during block cleaning, respec-
tively; Er,Ew,Ee: energy consumed by read, write, and erase operation, respectively; tidle:
total idle time of Flash memory; Pre: energy consumed during idleness.

From the formula and the measured results shown in Table 1, we can quantify the en-
ergy consumed by the original YAFFS and our MODA scheme during block cleaning. For
example, let us consider the case of the Camera benchmark. On the original YAFFS, 69 era-
sures and 1516 copies are conducted during block cleaning. Hence, Sr , Sw , Se becomes
1516×512 bytes (page size), 1516×512 bytes, 69×16384 bytes (block size), respectively.
We also use 0.0023 uJ/byte, 0.0186 uJ/byte, 0.0040 uJ/byte for Er , Ew , Ee , respectively [27].
Finally, we ignore the term tidle × Pre in this calculation, since what we desire is to measure
the energy consumed for block cleaning. Through these calculations we find that the energy
consumed by YAFFS is 20.744 mJ. On the other hand, we find that the energy consumed
by MODA is only 1.318 mJ. For other benchmarks, we similarly observe that MODA con-
sumes less energy than YAFFS. From these observations, we find that our MODA scheme
not only enhances the block cleaning time but also reduces energy consumption during block
cleaning.

Another consideration of the MODA scheme is related to wear-leveling. Since the num-
ber of erasures possible on each block is limited, Flash memory management software tries
to prevent blocks from being unevenly worn out. One common technique used for wear-
leveling is block swapping that tries to reduce the wearing out of more worn out blocks by
storing cold data in them, while storing hot data in less worn out blocks [28]. The question
is, then, how to distinguish hot and cold data. As shown in Fig. 5, the MODA scheme can
classify hot-modified data and cold-modified data and allocate them separately. We conjec-
ture that, by making use of this feature, our MODA scheme can be easily integrated with
such wear-leveling techniques to increase the lifetime of Flash memory.
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7 Conclusion

Two contributions have been made in this paper. Firstly, we have identified the cost of block
cleaning as the key performance bottleneck for Flash memory analogous to the seek time in
disk storage. We have derived three performance parameters from features of Flash mem-
ory and presented a formula for block cleaning cost based on these parameters. We have
also shown that, of these parameters, uniformity is the key controllable parameter that has
a strong influence on the cost. This leads us to our second contribution, which is a new
modification-aware (MODA) page allocation scheme that strives to maintain high unifor-
mity. Using the MODA scheme, we have validated our model and evaluated performance
characteristics in view of uniformity, utilization, and periodic cleaning.

We are considering two research directions for future work. One direction is enhancing
the proposed MODA scheme such that it may be able to retain high uniformity even for
workloads that manipulate only a small number of files. Another direction is developing an
efficient block cleaning scheme. Uniformity is influenced not only by the page allocation
scheme, but also by the block cleaning scheme. We need to investigate issues such as defin-
ing and finding idle times to initiate block cleaning and deciding which blocks, and how
many of these blocks, should be reclaimed once reclaiming is initiated.
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